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Ilie purpose of this /orKsheet ;s to practice t;rr?Ing En a//sb tthrases intomathematical sentences First ve will make a nrief dictionary in which e rn/ftry to write as many words as possible.
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3 cuppose you had 13 coins, either dimes 3’ quarters L,it d reoresent the
number of dimes. Then:

a, (nd the number of .juarters

b find the value of the d dimes -

c) find the value of the quarters

d find the total value of the coins

4. A triangle has a perimeter of 30 cm. Let the length of the smallest cide be
represented by the letter s The next largest side Is twice as large as the
smallest side. The largest side is 10 cm longer than the chortest side.
Using s, write a statement to represent.

a, the shortest side _
0 the middle sized length

c the largest side.

d Write an equation relating the three sides

5. Each week for school lunches you are given 520 in Loonies ana Twooniec
You know that you have twice as many 7’woonies as Loonies. Let L represent
the number of Loonies that you have. Using L write a statement to represent

a, the number of Twonies that you haie

b the value in dollars f your Loonies -

the value iid lIar o(,our rvocnec - -
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3. Suppose you had 13 coins. esther dimes or quarters Let d represent the
number of dimes. Them

a) find the number of quarters

b) find the value of the d dimes

c) find the value of the quarters

d) find the total value of the coins

4. A triangle has a perimeter of 30 cm. Let the length of the smallest side be
represented by the letter £ The next largest side Is twice as large as the
smallest side. The largest side is 10 cm longer than the shortest side
Using s, write a statement to represent:

a) the shortest side b the middle sized length

c the largest side

d) Write an equation relating the three sides.

5. Each week for school lunches you are given 520 in Loonies and Twoonies
You know that you have twice as many Twoonles as Loonies. Let L represent
the number of Loonies that you have. Using L write a statement to represent

a) the number of Twoonies that you have

b, the value, in dollars. of your Loonies

ci the value. in dollars. of your Twoonies

d he alv3lueofyo4 niesandTw nc

Writ., an equat it to a nbc the elati ship ps veen y an Loor a
Twooives. and their talue


